IMGD2905 Project 4 - League of Legends Game Analytics

Name: ________________________________  Total: _________

Part 1 - The Golden Rule (40 points):
(Analysis of gold: gold per match (chart, central tendency, spread),
gold per match versus duration (chart, gold rate),
team gold difference versus win percent (win rate when more gold)

Part 2 - It's Skill, not Luck (30 points):
(Analysis of skill: ranks available, number in each rank
gold versus rank (chart, measure of spread),
kda versus rank (chart, measure of spread)

Part 3 - A Bad Seed (20 points):
(Comparison of Part 1 (gold) or Part 2 (skill) with data from
another summoner from another classmate (box-and-whiskers chart))

PuckHunt (10 points):
(Analysis of your data (hit versus delay),
analysis of full data (choice of charts))

Number of days late (0 if on-time):

Other notes and comments (may gain or lose points here):
(Summoner profile)
(Ease of extracting information, organization,
concise and precise, clarity, grammar/English.)